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Dear Mr. O'Reilly:

Please find attached Reportable Occurrence Report R0-369/81-27. This report
concerns the operability of diesel generators A and E. This incident was
considered to be of no significance with respect to the health and safety of
the public.
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William O. Parker, Jr. j
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cc: Director Mr. Bill Lavallee
Office of Management and Program Analysis Nuclear Safety Analysis Center
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission P. O. Box 10412
Washington, D. C. 20555 Palo Alto, California 94303
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DUKE POWER COMPANY
MCGUIRE NUCLEAR STATION

INCIDENT REPORT

Feport Number: R0-369/81-27

Report Date: March 26, 1981

Occurrence Date: March 6, 1981

Facility: McGuire Unit 1, Cornelius, North Carolina

Identification of Occurrence: Both Diesel Contractors, lA and IB were Inoperable

Conditions Prior to Occurrence: Mode 5, Cold Shutdown

Description of Occurrence:

At 0940 hours on March 6, 1931, D/G 1A was declared inoperable due to a lack of
cooling water; Nuclear Service Water (RN) Train A was isolated for work to repair
the low level (RC) intake piping. At 1045 hours, during a periodic test, D/G 1B
failed to start and was declared inoperable. Having both D/G's inoperable uns
reportable in accordancc with Technical Specification 3.8.1.2.

Apparent Cause of Occurrence:

The D/G 1A cooling water (RN) was isolated for unrelated work and a D/C IB shut-
down valve was leaking intermittently.

Analysis of Occurrence:

At 0940 hours the normal suction for RN Train A was unavailable for cooling
D/G 1A because double isolation was required to repair a cracked low level
intake pipe. The suction line for RN Train A is located between the double
isolation.

At 1045 hours, Operations' personnel were attempting to perform D/G 1B Opera-
bility Test, which required the diesel be operated fully loaded (4000 KW) for
at least one hour. The engine failed to start and a work request was written.
The engine was started so I&E technicians could troubleshoot the problem and
it was discovered that the engine's speed (rpm) would oscillate with an
increasing amplitude until it tripped off due to engine underspeed or was
tripped manually. The technicians located and tightened several loose wires in
the local contro?. cabinet and three normal starts were made. During the third
run, Operations' personnel noticed the local D/G voltage meter indicating
approximately 3000 V. AC instead of the normal 4160 V. AC. A digital volt-
meter was hooked up across the diesel side of the synchroscope and the normal
4160 V was obtained. The low reading was due to blown voltage transducer
(Scientific Columbus Model VT-110A2) 1ET170 which measures D/G voltage and
gives indication in the Control Room and on the local panel. While waiting for
personnel to replace the transducer, several unsuccessful attempts were made to
locally close breaker IETB14 which ties the D/G to the emergency bus. Another
attempt was mcde to start the diesel and the engine began oscillating again. At
this time, Operations' personnel discovered that the shutdown valve was venting
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intermittently. This valve supplies control air to open the run/ shutdown
cylinders connected to the engine fuel racks on an engine start signal. This
venting allowed the run/ shutdown cylinders to begin closing the fuel racks
and the engine speed decreased. Whea engine speed decreased below 95% normal
speed (314 rpm), a shuttle valve repositioned and supplied control air through
the shutdown valve to reopen the run/ shutdown cylinders which increased engine
speed. This process repeated itself several times and each time the speed
variations increased. The decision was made to replace both the shuttle and

shutdown valves.

After the voltage transducer was replaced, two successful starts were made and
the voltage reading on the local panel was normal (4160 V.) . A successful
attempt was made to close breaker IETB14 from the Control Room but the breaker
would not close when attempted from the local panel. By this time, Nuclear
Service Water (RN) Train A had been unisolated and D/G 1A was declared operable
at 1845 hours. Since the requirements of Techenical Specification 3.8.1.2 were
now met; further troubleshooting was delayed until the following Monday, March 9.

Corrective Action:

RN Train A was unisolated and D/G 1A was available if needed at 1845 hours on
March 6, 1981. Also, OP/1/A/6400/12, Nuclear Service Water System Operation
With the Low Level Intake Unavailable, was written to provide an alternate
source of water when the normal supply is unavailable.

A Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) was written to retube and install new shut-
down valves on D/G/s 1A and IB. Additionally, the shuttle, shutdown, and over-
speed valves have been included in the Preventative Maintenance (PM) program.
During refueling outages they will be dismantled and cleaned. Work requests
were written to check and tighten any loose wires found in the local control
panels for D/G/s IA and 1B.

Safety Analysis:

Both of the 4160 V. Emergency Buses (lETA and 1ETB) were powere ! by their
normal sources with alternate cources as a backup while both diesels were

inoperable. Even if a blackout had occurred, the health and safety of the

public would not have been af fected since there is only new fuel in the core.
If the plant had been operating at power, Technical Specification 3.8.1.1 requires
that at least one of the inoperable D/G's be operable within eight hours or be in
Hot Standby and be in Cold Shutdown within the following thirty hours. Also, the
other D/G must be operable within the next seventy hours or be in Hot Standby and
be in Cold Shutdown within the following thirty hours. Thus, if the D/G's cannot
be repaired within specific times, the plant must be shutdown.
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